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Abstract 

In today’s digital world, it is increasingly common for information to be multimodal: 
images or videos often accompany text. Sophisticated multimodal architectures 
such as ViLBERT and VisualBERT have achieved state-of-the-art performance 
in vision-and-language tasks. However, existing vision models cannot represent 
contextual information and semantics of images like transformer-based language 
models can. Fusing the semantic-rich information coming from text becomes 
a challenge. In this work, we study the alternative of first transforming images 
into text using image captioning. We then use transformer-based methods to 
combine the two modalities in a simple but effective way. We perform an empirical 
analysis on different multimodal tasks, describing the proposed method’s benefits, 
limitations, and the situations where this simple approach can replace large and 
expensive handcrafted multimodal models. 
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2 Introduction 

The power of BERT [1] and BERT-style models has played a big part in pushing the boundaries 
of natural language processing (NLP). State-of-the-art models for a wide range of linguistic tasks 
can be created after simply fine-tuning a pretrained BERT model. That level of success along with 
the growing importance of multimodal tasks has inspired frontier work to align and fuse vision and 
language models in sophisticated ways such as done by ViLBERT [2] and VisualBERT [3]. 

In this project, we perform empirical analysis on a different approach to represent images in multi- 
modal tasks, originally proposed in [4]. With BERT’s linguistic prowess in mind, images are brought 
to the language realm via image captioning, and are then concatenated to the original texts of the 
multimodal tasks, only to finally be given to an unimodal BERT model as text-only input. 

We report results on two datasets: Crisis MMD: Multimodal Crisis Dataset [5] and The Hateful 

Memes Dataset [6]. We find that our simple approach performs competitively and can provide a 
quick and strong baseline for multimodal tasks. 

3 Related Work 

The extensive success of Transformers [7] and BERT [1] inspired the development of high- 

performance multimodal models with BERT-like architectures. VisualBERT [3] consists of a stack 

of Transformer layers that implicitly align elements of input text with regions in an associated 
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input image, using self-attention. ViLBERT [2] similarly proposes to learn joint representations of 
images and language, but with two separate Transformers for vision and language interacting through 
co-attentional layers. 

[8] presents a different perspective toward to vision-and-language models, by introducing a multi- 
modal bitransformer that jointly finetunes unimodally pretrained text and image encoders. Unimodally 
pretrained models are simpler and easier to adapt without requiring multimodal retraining. For exam- 
ple, it is straightforward to replace an image encoder with a newly developed better alternative. 

Our approach is a direct extension of the work done in [4]. The authors investigate how to take 
advantage of information from images in Multimodal Named Entity Recognition (MNER), based on 
speculation that semantic-understanding models such as image captioning may provide better image 
representations for the task than image classification customarily does. Their analysis of different 
vision-and-language fusion techniques culminates in the alternative approach of using captions to 
represent images as text, which we replicate to other datasets and tasks in order to verify how well 
it can be transferred. With this strategy, our model is unimodally pretrained and also unimodally 
finetuned. 

4 Approach 

Our image preprocessing step transforms them into captions using BUTD [9]. That is done using a 
BUTD implementation provided by Facebook AI Research’s MMF framework [10]. Ready-to-use 
caption generation code was generously provided by the authors of [4]. 

Captions for each example are then concatenated with the corresponding text. In cases where the 
lengths of the text and the caption sum up to more than the maximum length that our model can 
support, the text component is truncated. 

For all text components of our work, we used the Transformers [11] library. Preprocessing was done 
with off-the-shelf code that lowercases text and tokenizes it using WordPiece [12]. An off-the-shelf 

uncased BERT [1] base model is used, conveniently pretrained on a large corpus comprising the 
Toronto Book Corpus and Wikipedia. Pretraining was done using a combination of masked language 
modeling and next sentence prediction. 

4.1. CrisisMMD: Multimodal Crisis Dataset 

4.1.1 Baselines 

Scores from [13] were used as baselines. Their multimodal model concatenates outputs from a 

VGG16 network (Image modality) and a Convolutional Neural Network (Text modality) in order to 

build a shared representation that is then followed by a dense layer and finally a softmax. Table 1 
presents their results. 

Table 1: Baseline Results for CrisisMMD 
  

  

  

Task F1-score 

Informativeness 

Classification 0.842 

Humanitarian 

Classification 0.783 
  

4.1.2 Architecture & Implementation Details 

For this dataset, our BERT model has a linear layer on top of the pooled output for classification, 
and we fine-tune it in each experiment for the task at hand (Informativeness vs Humanitarian 
classification).



4.2 The Hateful Memes Dataset 

4.2.1 Baselines 

Scores from [6] were used as baselines. Table 2 presents their results, which include versions of 

ViLBERT and VisualBERT that were only unimodally pretrained, and multimodally pretrained 
versions: ViLBERT CC, trained on Conceptual Captions [14], and VisuaIBERT COCO, trained on 
COCO [15]. 

Table 2: Baseline Results for The Hateful Memes Dataset 
  

  
  

  

  

  

Validation Test 
Type Model Acc. AUROC Acc. AUROC 

Human | - - | 84.70 82.65 

Unimodal Text BERT | 58.26 64.65 | 59.204 1.00 65.08 + 0.87 

Multimodal with ViLBERT 62.20 71.13 62.30+0.46 70.45+ 1.16 

Unimodal Pretraining VisuaIBERT 62.10 70.60 | 63.204 1.06 71.33+ 1.10 

Multimodal with ViLBERT CC 61.40 70.07 61.10+1.56 70.03 + 1.77 

Multimodal Pretraining VisualIBERT COCO | 65.06 73.97 64.73 + 0.50 71.41 + 0.46 
  

4.2.2 Architecture & Implementation Details 

For this dataset, our BERT model has a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) on top of the pooled output 
for classification, reusing the architecture of the provided Text BERT baseline. It has two repeated 
blocks of (Linear, BatchNorm1D, ReLU, Dropout) layers, followed by a final linear layer with two 
outputs for classification, as illustrated in Figure 1. The dropout value in both layers is set to 0.5. 

Figure 1: MLP Classifier Architecture 
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The simplicity of our approach allowed us to use off-the-shelf starter code for the Hateful Memes 
challenge, available in the MMF [10] library, whose configuration was already appropriate for the 
task at hand. Our own implementation work consisted solely on small adaptations in order to use our 
modified caption+text dataset. 

5 Experiments 

5.1 CrisisMMD: Multimodal Crisis Dataset 

5.1.1 Data 

The CrisisMMD: Multimodal Crisis Dataset [5] consists of several thousands of manually anno- 
tated tweets and images (1.8GB) collected during seven major natural disasters including earth- 
quakes, hurricanes, wildfires, and floods that happened in the year 2017 across different parts of the 
World. We are working on two of its tasks: 

1. Classify multimodal tweets as Informative or Not Informative. (Informativeness classifica- 
tion) 

2. Classify multimodal tweets into one of [“Affected individuals”, “Infrastructure and utility 
damage”, “Injured or dead people”, “Missing or found people’, “Rescue, volunteering 
or donation effort’, “Vehicle damage”, “Other relevant information’”]. (Humanitarian 

classification) 

5.1.2 Evaluation Method 

Fl-score was used as the evaluation metric for both tasks. 

5.1.3 Experiments 

Because our baseline paper did not attempt to use BERT for classification, we performed two 
experiments: One that simply used the original text as input and ignored images completely, and one 
that followed our proposed approach of concatenating image captions and used that along with text. 

In both experiments, our model was fine-tuned for 3 epochs, with a per-device batch size of 16. Our 
chosen optimizer was Adam [16], with 6; = 0.9, G2 = 0.999 and « = 1le—8, and with weight decay 

of 0.01 as introduced in [17]. Its learning rate was 5e—5, and we used 500 steps of linear warmup, 
meaning that our learning rate began as 0 and took 500 steps to reach its target value. No layers of 
our model were frozen during fine-tuning. 

5.1.4 Results 

Table 3: CrisisMMD Results 

Task Model F1-score 

CNN + VGG16 (Baseline) 0.84 
BERT Without Captions 0.86 
BERT With Captions 0.90 

CNN + VGG16 (Baseline) 0.78 
BERT Without Captions 0.82 
BERT With Captions 0.86 

  

  

Informativeness 

Classification 

  

Humanitarian 

Classification 

  

Our results were better than expected and greatly surpassed our original baselines, largely due to 
BERT’s proficiency in textual tasks. BERT without captions on its own outperformed the proposed 
multimodal approach. Our approach contributed to a Fl-score increase of 0.04 in both tasks, showing 
that captions gave BERT useful information about their corresponding images.



5.2 The Hateful Memes Dataset 

5.2.1 Data 

The Hateful Memes Challenge Dataset [6] is a multimodal dataset for hateful meme detection: Given 

a meme image file, and a string representing the text in the meme image, classify the meme as hateful 
or not hateful. It consists of 4.2GB newly created examples, made with a custom-built tool. 

5.2.2. Evaluation Method 

Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUROC) is used as the main evaluation 
metric. Since the dataset is balanced, accuracy is also secondarily reported as an extra, easier-to- 
interpret signal. 

5.2.3 Experiments 

Our model was trained for 10000 steps, with a per-device batch size of 32. Our chosen optimizer was 
Adam [16], with 6, = 0.9, 62 = 0.98 and € = le—8, and with weight decay [17] of 0.01. We used 

a cosine learning rate scheduler with 2000 steps of linear warmup, and our peak learning rate was 
5e—5. No layers were frozen, and training occurred end-to-end. 

5.2.4 Results 

Table 4: The Hateful Memes Dataset Results 

Validation Test 
Acc. AUROC |} Acc. AUROC 

BERT with Captions | 63.60 69.28 | 63.00 69.51 

  

Model 

  

  

Our results were within the expected range, with significant accuracy and AUROC gains over 
Text-only BERT, but with AUROC slightly below the baselines for VILBERT, VisualIBERT and 
ViLBERT CC, and Accuracy slightly above them. VisualIBERT COCO outperforms our approach 
with a comfortable margin. These are not discouraging results, as our approach presents a simpler 
alternative to larger models that require multimodal training. 

6 Analysis 

6.1 CrisisMMD: Multimodal Crisis Dataset 

Our model did remarkably well on both tasks of this dataset. We observed that the nature of the tweets 
contributed a great deal to it, as images were often related to the accompanying text, particularly for 
those classified as informative or into one of the humanitarian cateogires. 

Error analysis was performed on 40 examples from the test set for the Informativeness Classification 
task, as categorized in Table 5. 

Table 5: Error Analysis for Informativeness Classification Task 
  

Error Category | # Examples 
  

Bad Caption 16 
Misleading Text 12 
Mislabeled 4 
Uncategorized 8 
  

Our biggest source of mistakes was the Bad Caption category. We observed that our captions were 
particularly poor for images containing text. Tweets often contain screenshots and digitally created 
images, and their embedded textual content was simply lost in our image captioning step. We re-ran
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(a) "a wall with some writing on it and a clock" (b) "a close up of a computer keyboard" 

  

Figure 2: Examples of bad captions generated for CrisisMMD. 

predictions with better captions and found that 15 out of the 16 examples would have been classified 
correctly; The remaining one required a transcription of the text contained in its image. 

The Misleading Text category had tweets that explicitly mentioned natural disasters, but contained 
no other informative content. Our fine-tuned model seems to easily recognize key terms, but we 
would likely need more task-specific training for it to be able to correctly ignore such terms in 
non-informative samples. 

6.2 The Hateful Memes Dataset 

Table 6: Error Analysis for Hateful Meme Detection 
  

Error Category | # Examples 
  

Bad Caption 8 
Nuanced 11 
Uncategorized 11 
  

The Bad Caption category was a significant source of mistakes. We observed that they were simply 
too general for this task, and lacked important information about human subjects such as race, gender, 
age, and facial expressions. It also did not capture socially meaningful symbols, commonly featured 
in hateful memes. Without these, captions fell short in helping the model understand the meaning 
of each meme. Finally, captions were also of poor quality when memes consisted of two or more 
collaged images: Only a single part of the meme image seemed to be captioned, and its rest was 
ignored. 

Our analysis made it clear that this is a very hard task. Many of our model’s mistakes fell into the 
Nuanced category, where the meaning of the memes was simply too nuanced, not only for a model 
but also for untrained humans. This explains the relatively low human accuracy reported in [6], along 
with moderate inter-annotator agreement. 

Images from our analysis could not be reproduced in this report due to their sensitive nature. 

7 Conclusion 

In this work, we extrapolate findings from [4] to more datasets. Our experiments present more success 
cases of using image captions to represent images as text, allowing unimodal BERT models to be 
used in multimodal tasks. We observed that this approach is promising as a simple and efficient way 
of incorporating visual information into models without the need for multimodal training. 

A potential avenue for future exploration is improving caption quality and possibly including Op- 
tical Character Recognition (OCR). This would have been particularly useful for the tasks of the



CrisisMMD dataset, and it is favorable because it would give our model information that other 
vision-and-language models probably miss. 
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